Health and safety tips for walkers
• Walkers are advised to wear suitable clothing and footwear, sturdy shoes, sunscreen, in sunny weather, waterproofs and layers in cold weather
• Keep to paths, leave gates as you find them
• Carry a mobile phone with you or advise someone where you are walking
• Dog walkers keep their dogs on a lead
• Please take your litter home & keep the countryside tidy
• Obey and follow signs provided for your safety
• If walking in evening or dark periods, reflective or light clothing is advised to help make you more visible
• On roads where there is no pavement, it is advised to walk on the right hand side so on-coming traffic can see you.

Use the following website for further walks: www.visitrossendale.co.uk
Rushy Hill, Whitworth

Route Description

(1) From the lay-by below Lobden Golf Course, turn left and follow a path round then right to the track that leads up to the Golf Course itself, running to the right of the main building. Keep ahead past the car park and follow this track as it now bears left and begins to ascend away from the Golf Course and follow up towards a farm building. Keep to this track past two farms, which then slopes down steadily and comes to a sign post for the Pennine Bridleway.

(2) Turn left and follow this track round to a divide. Here turn bear left as the path now begins to ascend and skirts round a disused reservoir before coming to another junction. Turn left round Rushy Hill and the path begins to ascend again steadily across the edge of the hill past Fafflety Brow.

(3) This track continue and eventually leads you back to the golf club house where a track leads you down to the lay-by and end of the walk.